
CHAPTER VII I

TSTO BASIC SENSES OF RESEMBLANCE

11O far, attention has been directed mainly to one sense

\of resemblance; namely, that in which a iesemblance is
l)any qualitative identity distributed in at least two cases
of itself. Presumably, it is fairly cleat that, in this sense of
the term, there can be no degrees of tesemblance. Thus,
the only form of comparison so far taken into account is
that of the comparison of trvo or more cases of a qualitative
identity. Accurate statements of any such comparison
could propedy describe no more than the cases of qualitative
identity compared. But to compare C, (abcd) with C,
(cdef) in respect of the qualitative identities c and d is to do
no more than that: it is not to find C, and C, more, or less,
resembling.

More than that, in consistency with a logic of contra-
dictodes (and that ptesumably would be on any non-
Hegelian iogic), there may be no degrees of identity. Hence
there may be no degrees of tesemblance. That is not to deny
that substantial identity may be a mattet of degtee. For as
we shall see below in some detail, three oranges may be
more of less alike in respect of the characteristics they have
in common. But the qualitatiue identitJ of any one of the
chatacteristics that are resembling ot the same in the three
oranges may not be a matter of degree. Fot, consistently
with a logic of contradictoties, A is A not to this ot that
degree; A is A. Thus, to say that A is to any degree
identical with anything other than A would be to contradict
the absolute self identity of A.

Yet sensible' statements are made about degrees of
tesemblance and degrees of difference. This fact would be
quite inexplicable on the assumption that the sense of
"resemblance" in which that term designates any qualitative
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irlcrrtity distributed in at least two cases of itself is ex-
lratrstivc. Ary such assumption would be a mistake.
'l'lrcrc is another, and radically different basic sense of
"rcscnrblance"; a sense which designates degrees of
rcscmblance without self-contradiction. \We may now turn
lo :r consideration of resemblance in this sense of the term.

At tlrc outset, let us consider that to compare two sub-
stanccs in tespect of any qualities and relations they may
lurvc in commofl is not to be mistaken for the comparison of
tlivcrsc relations or qualities themselves in point of degrees
ol'rcscmblance. Two etchings drawn from the same plate
rnly bc compared as resembling each other more than either
,,nc rcscmbles a certain postage stamp. In any such com-
p:rrison of individuals of substances as rnore or less
rcscrrrbling, the phrase "more resembling" rneans that the
two ctchings from the same plate evince more resemblances
*"t)/ lre repeated qualitative identities-than obtain between
t'itlrcr <rne of the etchings and z certzin postage stamp.
Nt'ccllcss to say, the meaning of "less tesembling" in any
srrr:lr comparison of individuals is the converse of this.

Now consider: a comparison of two substances in respect
ol'tlrc characteristics they have in cofirmon is a comparison
ol' tlrosc two individuals as evincing more characteristics
rt'1'rcrrtccl in each other than arc repeated in those two
irrrlividuals and a certain othet individual. Two buttet-
llics, frrr cxample, may resemble each other in the neural
structurc of their wings in more respects than they resemble
rr nrolh. Ihus we may understand that to compare I, as
lt'scrnbling I, more than either one resembles Is, is to
('()rul):rrc I, and I, as evincing mote fespects repeated in I,
;rrrrl l, llran ate repeated in eithcr I, and 13, or in I, and Ir.

'l ' lris is to say that in comparing S, and S, with Sr, a
r.rrrpurison is made between those individuais.

\\'r' havc noticed that, consistently with a logic of con-
Irrrrlit'torics, there can be no degrees of self-identity, and so
n, tlcgrccs of exact tesemblance that might be a middle
t('r'nr lx'l\Mccn any two self-identical beings. This is not
lr r r,:r), tly,tt .rabstantial identtt1r may not be a matter of degree.
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Clearly, fwo apples may be more or less alike in point of the
characteristics which may be tepeated in their respective
aPPeafances.

Nevertheless, the qualitatiue identity of rny one of those
repeated characteristics cannot be a matter of degree. For,
on any logic for which A is A (and that, presumably, would
be on any non-Hegelian logic), these self-identical beings
are self-identical absolutely: they are intrinsically what they
ate. Thus, to say that A is patially, or to any degree,
identical with anything other than A, would be to contradict
the absolute self-identity of A. For A is not partially A,
on the one hand, and to a degree Y, on the other: A is
intrinsically and completely A, whete A designates any
being, charactetistic, quality or relation whatever.

And yet we do make sensible statements about degrees of
resemblance and degrees of difference. Thatfact would be
rather difficult to account for on the assumption that the
definition of resemblance in tems of any qualitative identity
distributed in at least two cases of itself must be adequate
also to degtees of resemblance.

That this could not be so is faidy plain. A qualitative
identity is self-identical absolutely, not to 

^ny 
degtee what-

ever. For that reason alone, the definition in question
could not cover degrees of resemblance.

Therefore, either that definition, or that assumption, is
mistaken (ot either or both are irrelevant). \Whether or not
the definition in question is apposite is a question of fact, to
be decided by anyone who applies it in his own thoughts,
imaginings, or sense perceptions; or, in a word, in his
experience. However, this question of fact ought not to
be prejudiced by the specious difficulty that has been raised.
Fot that fair-seeming difficulty has force only so long as it is
assumed that our one definition of resemblance as a
qualitative identity repeated in at least tu/o cases of itself is
also a definition of degrees of resemblance. \We have seen
that this assumption is groundless. \fhat has to be found,
then, is a view of degrees of tesemblance that is compatible
with our primary definition of resemblance.
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l,ct us notice, at the outset, that comparing individuals
{,r substances, as more or less resembling in point of their
scvcrll qualities and relations is not the same as comparing
rlifR'rcnt qualities or telations in point of degrees of tesem-
lrlrrrrcc. Thus two coins of the same issue and denomi-
rr:rtion may be compated as having mote in common with
t'rrclr other than with some other coin of a different issue and
rlt'nomination. In this (and any other) comparison of
irrtlividuals as more ot less tesembling, "more resembling"
nr('1urs that ntmericalb more fesemblances are repeated in
rlrc two coins of the same issue and denomination than are
lt'pc'ltcd in eithet (or both) of those individuals, and in a
t 'o irr  of  some other issue.

'l'lrc meaning of "less fesembling" in statements about
irrtlrvicluals or substances thus compared is the converse of
tlris. Any pair of twins might have in common with each
otlrcr nrore enumerable characteristics than either (or both)
,l rlrcnr would have in common with their closest friend.
r\nrl statements to that effect about those twins and theit
llicrrcl would have a referent in the enumetable (because
rr.ticccl) chatacteristics that would be tepeated in the
r'('sl)('clive twins.

Ycl, to compare individuals in point of the namber of
r'lurructeLs which are fepeated in them is not to comPare
sirrlllc clualities as more or less tesembling. A comparison
, rl' Iwo butterflies as being the same in the nefve structure of
tlrt' i l wings, and as being the same in the structure of their
r'lrrlrlrt 'tl antenne, is a compadson of the two insects in

l)rlint of tlrose two-chamcteristics repeated in them: it is
nrlt :r (:()rnparison of the nerve-stfucture of a wing with the
i,tnr(:trrrc of a clubbed antennr. Thus, in the comparison
, rl srrlrst'.rnccs S, and S, with Sr, we are comparing these
r,rrlrr;t:rnccs in point of the number of the characteristics
rr'1rt':rtctl irr them. But in the comparison ofsingle qualities,
,,rrr lr rrs al1 ()fange znd a yellow, \il/e afe not compafing
rrrrlivirlrutls or substances in point of the number of qualities
rr'1rt':rlt 't l in them: tathe4 we are comparing the single
,  1rr . r l  t t  i t 's  I  l rctnsclves.
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Before going on to this lattet fotm of comparison, how-
ever, it may be well to notice that, while comparing
substances and complexes of qualities at the same time we
can speak of "more or less" in resemblance without
contradicting ourselves. Thus, of two membets of the
same class, we may say that they have more respects in
cofi)mon with each othet than they have in common with
a member of some othet class. Fot, in this context, "mofe
like" ot "rnofe tesembling" would mean "mofe" in the
sense of a latger number of noticed resemblances in the one
case than in the other. In this there is nothing that is in
confict with the absolute self-identity of the respective
tesemblances, which, to a latge number, chanctetae the
membets of the one class, and those few resemblances that
chatactetize both the members of that same class and
members of some other one. For those tesemblances afe
stated as the basis of a comparison of the substances that
they chatactetlze; the tespective resemblances themselves
afe not compared.

Thus, when a substance S, is said to tesemble S, more
than S, resembles Su, this will be true on the basis of a
number of resemblances or qualitative identities found in
S, and S, that is superior to the number of resemblances
found in S, and in Sr. In any such context, wherein
substances ate comlated in resoect of self-identical resem-
blances cornmon tci them, the phrase "mofe resembling",
or an equivalent phrase, will refer to the set of resemblances
whose number, in the casc of S, and 52, is superiot to the
numbet of resemblances that are found in S, and Sr.

Likewise, where a quality Q is said to resemble another
quality L more tharr- Q rescmbles quality J, and where Q,
L and J are respectively complexes of discriminated
qualities, we may compare those complexes on a dis-
criminated basis closely analogous to that on which several
substances may be compared as mofe or less resembling.

Let Q consist of qualities c, d, e, f, g; and let L consist
of b, d, €, X, g. Let J consist of a, n, o, p, g. Then the
complex Q, and the complex L will have three qualities, ot
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sirrglc quaiities as resembling each,other more or less are

.,,'ii',otitnts of them in point of degtees of some resern-

Irlrrrrlc ,f other. Thus, i certain hue will be said to be

l r t tc.
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of a statement of a comparison of different single qualities.
\What, then, can be that referent?

Let us again take the example of hues. It is ftequently
said that no hue is definable. And there is a sense in which
this is true. But to infer from this that there is no sense
whatever in which a hue can be defined would be to infer
too much. A hue can be defined in the sense that z state-
.ment can be formulated which identifies that hue and no
other one.

Hues which are close to each other on the colour circle
ate sometimes called ana/ogous hues. That seems a good
name fot them. For it may remind us that otange is to
yellow and red, as red is to orange and purple, and so on.
Thus, the statemeflt, "orange stands between yellow and red
in the order of analogous hues," identifies any orange hue.
And it identifies no other hue. For it is of the nature of an
orange hue that it is to yellow and red, as red is to orange
and putple. And it is the case onlt of an oranse hue that
this is true. All hues that ate to yellow and red, as red is
to orange and pqple, are orange hues. To say rhat orange
is not to yellow and red as red is to otange and purple is to
say that an ofange hue is fiot an orange hue.

Any hue may be de{ned, or identified by a statement of
its position in the order of analogous hues. With this in
mind, we may proceed to ask what is meant by the statement
that this order is intrinsic. First of all, let us consider a
point that is so simple that it may seem laughably simple-
minded. Thip point is that (say) a green hue is between
yellow and blue because it is a green hue. The logic of the
"because" here is apagogic. To say that a green is not
between yellow and b1ue, in the analogous ordet of hues,
is to say that a green is not a green. This is trae, ruutatis
mtttandis, of. any hue in that order. The teason why blue is
to pulple and green as orange is to yellow and red is that
blue is blue.

Consider, next, that the blueness of a blue is intdnsic to
it. In other rvords, the existence of a blue requires an
efficient cause, but the,being of a blue is its formal cause.
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Any blue is what it is. And so with any quality. The
reason fot this is apagogic. To say that a blue is not what
it is, is to say thata biue is not blue.

Now when we considet these two points together, we
find that they bring out what is meant by the statement that
the order of hues is instrinsic to them. We have noticed
that any hue will stand whete it stands because it is that hue.
This is to say that nothing extrinsic to (say) an orange hue
is requisite fot an undetstanding of why it is that orange
stands between yellow and red. It is of the nature of orange
that this should be so. Likewise, it is of the nature of any
hue that it should stand where it stands in tire otdet of hues.
In no case is anything exttinsic to the hues themselves
involved. Red, orange, yellow, green, blue and pulple
are Ln that order because they are tespectively putple, blue,
gfeen, yellow, ofange and red.

This, then, is what is meant to say that the order of hues
is intrinsic to them. That order is in and of those hues. It
is in and of them because it exhaustively consists of them,
and of nothing extrinsic to them. They are in that order,
and in no othet one, because they are the hues that they are.
And any hue is what it is for the best reason possible; the
reasofl, namely, that it may not be otherwise than it is.

It mzy be well to point out the difference between an
intrinsic order andanangement. It is faidy plain that thete
is nothing strictly ineluctable about 

^ny ^rrz;ngement 
of

hues. Let us take a set of colouted Papers and spread
them out haphazatd fashion. The otange paper, we shali
assume, is farthest away ftom the red in space. Yet it is
true that an orange hue qua an orange hue is nearer ted than
blue. Attangements of hues may be arbittary: they are
never strictly ineluctable. For we can always choose to
disregard this ot that rule of composition, or any dictate of
taste. But before the intrinsic otder of hues, our position
is quite ineluctable. We have no choice in the matter.
Wherever and urhenever there may be an orange hue it is
true of it that it is to yellow and red as blue is to gteen and
purple in the order of hues.
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The referent of statements expressing "degrees of resern-
blance" may now be pointed out. The statement, "orange
resembles red more than puqple", means that orange is
nearet red than purple in the intrinsic order of hues. In
any such context as this one, where single qualities are
compared as more or less resembling, "rnore resembling"
and "less resembiing" will refer to the distance berween the
hues compared. That distance exhaustively consists of the
lrues which lie between the hues thatarc in question. Thus
there are mote hues between blue and red than there are
between yellow and red. And, in this sense, blue is futher
from red than yellow. Or, conversely, yellow is nearer
red than blue in tl-re analogous order of the hues. Thus,
"yellow resembles red mote than blue," means what is
meant by, "yellow is nearer red than blue", in the analogous
and intrinsic order of hues. And in this, there is nothing
incompatible with the absolute identity of a yellow hue.

Thus we find that there are rwo radicaliy distinct senses
of "degrees of resemblance". Two individuals, A and B,
resemble each other more than they resemble a third indi-
vidual C when there are more qualities repeated in A and B
than in eithet of them and in C. And A and B resemble
each other less than one of them resembles C when there are
fewer qualities repeated in A and B than are repeated in one
of them and C. This holds also of complexes of qualities.

But single qualities or relations are more or less resem-
bling as they are ne^rer to, or further ftom a selected
quality in thpir intrinsic order. Thus companble positions
in an order will be the referents of statements about degrees
of resemblance in tl-re qualities thus ordered. Taken and
used in this sense "degtees of resemblance" refers not at all
to a relation of comparison; so used, that phrase is not the
name of. a quzlrtative identity that requires at least fwo cases
of itself for its illustration. For, in the present sense,
"degrees of resemblance" is the name not of a quality of any
sort, but of an order. It is this intrinsic order which affords
a referent for "degregs of resemblancg" i! point of the
intrinsic positions of the items thus ordered; items which
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rrury be compared not in themselves alone, but as nearer to
, 'r' lurthct from one another in that order.

'l'hc difference between these fwo modes of compatison is I
tlrut tl-re one might be dyadic, whereas the other is at least
tlildic. Thus Spqr and Saqb may be compared in point of
11, urrd qr; and that comparison is dyadic. But we cannot
grrolrcrly say merely that "otange is neater red." Otange
is ncelcr red than (say) blue. And this sentence is the
ritutcnrcnt of a triadic comparison. This is not to fotget
llurt "<;range is next to fed", is the statement of. a dyzdic
rt'lrtion. It is only to remember that such sentences are
n()t statcments of compadson. Any comparison of two
t;urrlitics A and B as being more or less like a third quality
(, rvill rcquire the thitd term of the comparison.;

It lras bcen pointed out above that we may cornpare
pcrccivcd things in resepct of qualities and relations which
:rrc lirund repeated in those petceived things. Mote often
lllrn lrot, ho*ever, it would seem that ouf compatisons ate
rrurrlc irr point of diverse qualities and telations that are mote
or' lcss similar, but not in point of identities tepeated in the
pcrccivcd things compated.

'l'lrc fact that two paintings exhibit no common charactet-
ixtit:s by which they could be compated means that they
('rnn()t be compared in point of qualities and relations
rrfmtlcd in them, not that they are comparable in no respects
rvlrirlcvcr. They may be such that they can be compated as
Irt'irr11 ncarer to each other in repect of (say) the luminosity
r'l tlrcir hues tl-ran to anothet painting.

'l'lrus, ftrr example, Saint Luke Painting the Virgin,by The
l\l:rstt'r of the Precious Blood, is an oil painting.(l) Yet, in

1',4irrt o1-luminosity it is nearer a Flemish painting in egg-
run1r('r'l than a painting done in oils by the ttansparent
r r rt'l I rr rrf . Again, ogive atches in their incipience ate nearet
( rr,tlrit' rrrchcs of the thirteenth century than is any Roman
irrr lr. Suclr examples could be multiplied, but that is not
rlrlrrirctl by our purpose in this connection, which is simply

lr' (,rrrr1,,t 1.. Stout, A .\tnl1, oJ tbe Aletltod in a Flenisb Painting, Technical
' , t i l , l r r  q.  \ / r ,1.  l ,  No. 4,  Jrp.  r8I-2o6.
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to point out one of the two ways in which comparisons
can be made.

Thus, any constituents of various aesthetic situations may
be compared in point of their comparable positions in
their respective orders. Not simply hues in colour tables,
but various hues in several Titians may, in tl-reir intrinsic
order, exist in the critic's memofy and imagination; as mly
the geomettical fotms in compositions by Raphael.

Yet wh1-for ybat reason-would our critic discover that
those examples are in one otder, rather than another?
Sometimes, when we ask for the reason why such and such
is the case,'we are asking about the premises, or the ground
from which the matter in question might be inferred.
Again, sometimes we are asking about the cause of a thing,
when we ask about the reason for it. It is presumably
plain that no reason can be given for the respective positions
of items in an order that is constituted by and therefore
intrinsic to those items, in either of the two senses of
"reason" which have been mentioned. There is nothing
extrinsic to a set of intrinsically ordered items from which
their intrinsic order could be inferted, or in which it might
be grounded. For, in being intrinsic to them, the order is
in and of the items thus ordered. By the same token, there
is no cause ofthe logical order in any case, and so no reason
for it in that sense.

This is not to say, however, that no reason can be given
in any sense of the term for the way in which certain items
are ordered. A,reason for this can be found and pointed
out. Our critics would find red, orange green and blue to
be intrinsically ordered in the order named because it is of the
nature or character of orange to be neater red than blue.
He wouid find green to be nearer yellow and blue than red
and purple (and so on) because it is ofthe character ofgreen
to be neatet yellow than red. The nature of the reason for
the difference between one order, and another, consists of
the respective charactem of the items thus ordered. It is
because they are what they arc that the items in question are
ordered in this or that order.
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'l'he "ground" of any intrinsic order lies in the respective
irt.rns thus ordered. They constitute the order itself. This
ntcfllls that the ground consists of the items themselves.
Rcrl, orange, yellow, green, blue, and pulple are thus
ordcred because they are ted, orange, yellow, gteen, blue,
rnrl purple. Thus, to say that any ordet of items so otdeted
is lrr intrinsic order, means what is rneant by saying that the
ortlcr: in question is in and of the respective characters of
tlrosc items. And each item is what it is intrinsically, ot
irr its own logical tight. The logical ordet of those items is
irrtrirrsic because, n being what they are, those items could
ttot bc in any other otdet.

'l'lrc several hues, green, pulple, yellow, blue, orange, and
rctl, rts thus named, are listed in an order that is arbittary.
'l'lrcy rnight be listed at will in other otders. Their
itrtrinsic order, howevet, is that in which (say) green is next
to ycllow and to blue. Yet the logic of this statement lies in
tlrc l<rgical order of hues. And the rcality of that order is
strictly identical with the hues that constitute that order of
I r ucs.

'l'lrc rcason in question is a tautology. Certain items are
irr tlris logical order, rather than that one, fot the teason
llnt tlrose items are what they are. The validity of a
trrrt(,logy is demonstrable by apagogic reasoning. For the
cr rrrtrrrclictory of z tautology contradicts itself. To say that
sn ()rlrnllc hue might not be nearer red than blue is to say
tlrrt un orange hue might not be orange.

It rrray be well to remind ourselves at this iuncture that
rltlrough some tautologies are vetbal, it does not follow
lronr this that ali tautologies ate vetbiage. It would seem
llrut sorrrc thoughts are tautological in nature. The content
r,l llrr'prcclicate tetm in thought repeats the conteflt of the
rrrlrict't tcrm in thought. Such is the case (I submit) in the
lurrlolo11y, fo be is to be determinate. That tautology is the
tlrr'rr;',lrt that to be is to be distinct from something else;
l ,r ' , .  lo lrc r lctcrminate.

'l'lris is not to say with reference to hues (or any other
rpr,rltty or rclation) that what hue a man will perceive when
la
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what it is, nothing in particulr may be inferted. The
truism that shades of orange and green stand whete they
stand in the ordet ofhues because they are shades ofotange

powers the drawing would te a mixed form and line
irawing. Yet the perceived wash dtawing would be
nearer other wash drawings than line drawings. And the
perceived mixed form and line drawings would.be nearer
other mixed form and line drawings than fuli colour-value
drawings. This would be true because of the petceived
chanc{et of the wash dtawing, in the one case, and that of
the perceived mixed line and form drawiog, io the other
case.

That is to say at least two things. First, that what a
man will be aware of in this situation or in that is something
that is not demonstrable before the experience itself. For
example, whete most men will see red and gteen, a man who
is colout-blind wilt see shades of gtey. Yet, it remains true
that red is to violet as violet is to blue; that gteen is to
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'l'hus we may notice that, wheteas the existence and
r lnurgcment of qualities and relations is contingent, their
irrtrinsic order is necessary. \Where and when a ted may
t'xisl, and what may be the hues surrounding it, are con-
tirrgcrrl mattefs. The order in which hues are to one
rurr rtlrcf is not contingent, but intrinsic. Any one zt:.:afige-
nrcnl o[: any hues might have been any other affangement
ol tlrcnr. The intrinsic order of hues may not be otherwise
tlrun it is. To say that red might not be to violet as violet
is to bluc is to say that red might not be red.

At tlrc risk of laboudng the obvious, it may be well to
ttrlrrlgc upon the difference between a contingerTt arrange-
nt('nl ofitems, and an intrinsic order of items. The ways in
rvlrir'lr itcms are attanged depends on the ways in which the
( inrs('s ol:their existence are conttolled. If you are painting
arr Arrrrurciation in egg-tempera, and wish to be consistent
rvitlr rrrcdicval tradition, you will work out your compo-
niti()n s() that the colout of the Vitgin's robe is in blue.
l,ct us assume that the pigment you use is azurite. An
itrtlrrisitivc and contentious friend asks, "But why do you
Irrnkr' thc Vitgin's tobe blue? Purple is much the more
t'r'pgrrl t:olour". Your properly grounded answet is scouted.
"\\'lry, not long ago I saw an Annunciation in which the
Vitliirr's robe was rlther greenish, and another where Her
l,lx' wts almost black." In reply to this, you e4plain
tlrirt ;rzuritc is not a stable pigmenl.tr) Cases in which it
lrurr 1i,)nc far off the original blue are trot rate. This
t'x 1rl;111111 iorr might carfy one on to remark that the causes of
rrtirf rility, orlack of it in the composition of any pigment are
rul' 'nl', lltc causes of what is present in one's pefceptions of a
IrrrlrirUl in which that pigment has been used. The
rrr;rlr1r1'111gnt of the perceived hues in a painting is contin-
Fl( nt rrlxrn the ways in which the causes of those perceived
Irrrn, urc controlled. This fact about the arangement of
lrrrlr, irr rr painting, or in anything else, has no beadng on
llr l  rrrt l i rrsic order of hues. It  mattets not at al l  where a

i lt llrr ;rrr'lcrrccl blue of the Middle Ages was genuine ulttamarine. It is a
*lulrh lrlllrrrlrrt; lrrrt Iirr cconomic reasons it was not as widely used as azurite.
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blue rnay be situated in a painting, or in the petals of a
flower; a blue hue is to a green hue as a green is to a yellow.

This ordet is intrinsic to blue, green and yellow. It is
intrinsic to them, fot the reason that it is in and of them.
This is to say that, in no case is anything extrinsic to the hues
themselves involved in the constitution of their ordet. For
that order is exhausted by the hues which constitute it.
Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple are'tnthatotder
because they respectively are ted,,orange, yellow, green, blue
and purple. That order is in and of those hues in the exact
sense that it consists of them, and of nothing extrinsic to
them. They arc in that order, and in no othet order, such
as that of pitches, fot example, because they are the hues that
they are. This cannot be said about any alT afigenent of hues.
There is noreason(the contradictory of which would be self-
contradictory) why 

^ny 
affangement of. hues should not have

been diffetent. But to say that blue might not be to green
as green is to yellow is to say that blue might not be blue.

In short, the difference in question may be stated in this
u/ay. State6nents about arLy aff^ngernent in which hues
exist are not demonstrable by apagogic reasoning. For
there is no conttadiction in the statement that any art^nge-
ment of hues might have been difetent.

But there are statements about the intrinsic order of hues
that arc demonstrable by apagogic reasoning. Fot the
contradictory of any such statements is self-contradictory.
The contradictory of "blue is to gteen as green is to yellow"
is, "some cases of blue are not to green as gteen is to
yellow". This contradictoty is self-contradictory; and it
is self-contradictoty because it means that some cases of
blue are not blue.

The items which constitute any one intrinsic order are not
strictly comparable with the items which constitute any
other order. The order of pitches does not exhibit a one to
one corresiondence with that of hues. Nevertheless, the
order of pitches is no less intrinsic to the items of which
that order consists than is that of hues. Just as it is of the
nature of any hue to be neater this hue than that one in the
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order of hues, so it is of the nature of any pitch to be nearer
this pitch than that one in the intdnsic order of pitches.
But it is not of the nature of any pitch to be nearer blue than
orange. And it is not of the nature of zny hue to be nearet
an A flat than middle C.

It may be well to remind outselves that the foregoing
statements neither say nor imply that the physical basis of
colour is not comparable with that of sound. Such matters
ate not in question in this connection. Ve are concetne<i-
solely withperceiuedhues and. perceiuelpitches. They are not
comparable because no pitch is in the order of hues, and no
hue is in the order of pitches.

To be sure, the hearing of a pitch does not disclose that
it is not in the order of hues. So much as that is not simply
detected in the mere experience of a pitch heard. But after
we have tried to think of middle C as being between a yellow
and a green, we find that middle C is not in the order of hues.

There ate those who may object that in point of fact we do
compare colours and sounds. We say that patterns of hues
are biatant, and we say the same thing about some popular
music. Needless to say, we do make such statements; but
it is mote than doubtful that the felt chancter of a hue is
(and is called) loud in the same sense that sounds are said to
be loud. The same word is indeed used with reference to
items that arcin dilferent orders. That is afactabout^w^y
in which that word is used. But the fact that "blatant" is
used in one sentence with reference to hues, and in another
with reference to sound does not mean that"blatant" is used
.in both of those sentences in the same sense. A biatant
st-rund really is loud, as a warm temperature is warm. To
take it that a combination of hues that is obtrusive is like a
sound because those hues are called "blatant" would be like
taking it that a red is like a warm temperature because red is
a "warm" colour. As the wamest red will have no eflect
()n any thermometer, so the most blatant patterns will have
rur cffect on a sounding-board.

It has been pointed out above that the teffi "resernblance"
is cquivocal. In what is one of two pdmary senses,
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"fesemblance" is used to mean qualities that ate not the
same; such as yellow and a blue. They ate not the same,
and yet they arc similat, or resembling. \Mren the term
tesemblance is used in this sense, "tesemblance" trleans
what is meant by "dqg1g_e-_s. of gqqe$U.apgp". Thus a blue
is mote like a violet than an orange hue; and a yellow is
more like an orange hue than a blue.

We noticed above that these two senses of "resemblance"
are rz,dically different. They are so because a comparison
in point of resemblance in the first sense can be dyadic;
whereas a compadson in point of a resernblance in the
second sense cannot be made with less than three teffis.

Thus, for example, \il/e cafl say that the hue of this three-
cent stamp resefibles the hue of that one, and this com-
parison in point of a qtalitative identity (va., a hue) that is
repeated in two cases of itself is dyadic. To be sure, any
such comparison might be made with nine or ten terms, each
one of which would be that same qualitative identity; or it
might be fifty terms; for the number of terms in any such
comparison is limited mainly by a man's powers of attention
and memory.

From the fact thzt a comparison in point of a qualitative
identity (such as that of the hue of three (or fifty) five-cent
stamps) can be dyadic, it does not follow that compadsons in
point of degrees of resemblance can be dyadic. The
statement, "green is mote like blue", is incomplete. Gteen
is more like blue, in that green resembles blue more than it
resembles (say) orange. / To be sure, we can (as, on
occasion, we do) speak elliptically of such comparisons.
Nevetheless, while we do indeed make these elliptical
statements; at the sarne time, we posit the thitd term of the
compadson. Thus, you might reply to 

^ 
marr who

made the remark, "Purple is mote like green than red",
by saying, "but, sutely, purple is mote like ted"; and, the
meaning of the phrary, "thafl green", would be posited by
you and understood by your auditor.

Thus, whereas comparisons in point of a qualitative
identity that is repeated in at least two cases of itself, may

ta
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comprise no more than two teffis of compatison, such is not
the case in the second kind of compadson which we have
considered. A comparison of that kind is not concetned
with a resemblance that consists of cases of a qualitative
identity. N7hen we find that orange is more like red than
blue, we are not finding a qualitative identity repeated in
t\ro or more cases of itself. Rathet, v/e are finding and then
comparing diuerse qualities as being more or less like one
another. A comparison c>f diuerse qualities cannot be
dyadic. An orange hue is not merely more like a red hue;
it is more like a red thQn a blue.

An otange hue tesembles a blue in that both of these ate in
thc intrinsic order of hues. In that intrinsic otdet, an
()range hue is nearer a red than a blue, in the sense that there
are fewer hues between that orange hue and that red hue
than there are between that shade of orange and any shade
of blue. The {ggte_e of diffetence between arl ot^flge and a
rcd consists of thehues that are between those two colours in
the intrinsic otdet of hues. Those intetmediate hues
constitute the several "degrees" of diffetence between that
orange hue and this or that shade of red. For the same
fcason, the hues that arc between that shade of orange and
:ury ultramarine are the constituents of the difference
between that ultamadne and that shade of orange.

Thus, whereas comparisons in point of a qualitative
identity that is repeated in at least two cases of itself, may
comprise no more than two terms of comparison, such is
rrot the case in the second kind of compadson which we
have considered. A comparison of that kind is not con-
ccrned with a tesemblance that consists of cases of a
clualitative identity. \When we find that orange is more like
rcd than blue, we are not finding a qua"Iitative identity
rcpcated in t'wo or more cases of itself. Rather, we are
lirrding and then comparing diuerse qualities as being more
r rr lcss like one another. A comparison of diuerse qualities
(:luurot be dyadic. An orange hue is not merely more like
l rcd hue; it is more like a red than a blue.

An orange hue resembles a blue in that both of these are
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in the intrinsic order of hues. In that intrinsic order, an
orange hue is nearer a red than a blue, in the sense that there
are fewer hues between that orange hue and that red hue
than there are befween that shade of omnge and any shade
of blue. The degrees of difierence between an orange anC
a rcd consist of the hues that are berween those two colours
in the intrinsic order of hues. Those intermediate hues
constitute the several "degrees" of difference between that
orange hue and this or that shade of red. For the same
reason, the hues that zrc between that shade of orange and
lny ultramarine ate the constituents of the diference
between that ultramarine and that shade of orange.

Thus, we may point it out again that any "intrinsic" order
consists of the diverse items which constitute that order. In
the order of hues, any hue is betrween two hues that are
different from it. Thus it is true to say that any hue is next
to a diferent hue in the intrinsic order of hues. To say that
a cettain hue is next to another hue in their intrinsic order is
not to compare the one hue with the other. For example,
the statement that ultramarine ash is nearer genuine ultm-
matine is a statement about the position of ultramarine ash
in the order of hues; it is not a comparison of that blue with
ulttamarine. But, to say that ultramarine ash is more like
genuine ultramarine than azarite, is to compare that hue
with two othet blues.

The statenent df. any such comparison may be dyadic, to
be sure; but any such act of comparison may not be less than
tryadic in its terms. A painter who was trying to get a
certain yellow in egg-tempera might rernark, "The yellow I
want is near orpirnent". In the circumstances, that temark
could be taken in two ways. It could be taken as refering
only to twoqhues-orpiment, and the other shade of yellow
that is in qdestion. Or, it could be taken as referring to
three hues of which only turo are named, while the third is
posited.

Taken in thy first of these two senses, the remark in
question 

-ighf 
give one to understand that the yellow

sought after #as one of high, though delicate luminosity.
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This information would indicate in that particular con-
nection the nattow raflge of yellows within which out
paintet wishes to work at the moment. But ftom this
indication of the position of X (i.e., the shade of yellow
sought after) in the order of hues, it could hatdly be inferred
tlrat X is nearer olpiment than (say) chtome yellow. For a
third yellow is not named by the remark in question. No
more is it an assumed tefetent of that temark, in the frst
one of our two ways of taking that statement.

Nevertheless, in the second of those two senses, the third
yellow is indeed assumed to be a refetent of that statement.
'I'hat remark is now understood to mean that the yellow out
paintet is looking for is nearer orpiment than (say) any
modern yellow. Thus, a statement which, taken literally,
mentions two hues, and indicates a range of yellows, still
may be taken as an elliptical statement, and understood as
comparing thtee yellow hues with one another. By virtue
of tl-re assumption of a third term that remains suppressed,
tlrc remarks, "The yellow I want is near otpiment", is taken
l() rncan what is meant by "The yellow I want is nearer
<rrpiment than any modern yellow." The second one of
t hcsc two rematks states a compatison of three diverse hues
ls bcing more or less similar. The first of them merely
irrrlicatcs 

^ 
t^fige of hues that ends in orpiment.

It would seem to be evident that the difference between
f lrc two prrmary senses of "resemblance" which have been
rrrrclcr consideration in this chapter is a ndical difference.
Ycl it is not difficult to confuse these two senses of "resem-
lrlrrrrcc." One reason (and, perhaps, the main teason) why
tlris is so is that where resemblances that are qualitative
itft'rrtitics are in question, the substances to which these
tlurrrtctctistics belong are often compated as being mofe or
It'ss rcsembling. \We noticed above that, given three
strlrstances, S1r 21, bl, cl, dl, and €1, 52, L2rb2rc2, q, and t, and
S:r, il:t, b3, s, t, u, we find that 51 and 52 resemble each other
rn{ )r'c llran they tesemble S3. For the number of chatactet-
rstit:s rcpcated in Sl and S2 is superior to the number of
r lrrructctistics that afe reDeated in SB and S1.
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Hence, whenever substances which resemble each other in
respect of qualitative identities are in comparison, they are
compatable as more or less resembling. This is to say that
51 resembles 52 more than it resembles Sa whenevef more
characteristics are repeated in S1 and S2 than are repeated in
those substances and in S3. In any such comparison of
substances the terms of the comparison wili consist of
resemblances in the sense in which "resemblance" is used
to refer to a qualitative identity that is repeated in at ieast
two cases of itself.

Thus, in point of the nature of its terms, any such com-
parison is at one with simple compadsons of turo or more
cases of the same quality or relation. Yet the nature of a
comparison of substances in respect of qlualitative identities,
(whether or not of qualities or relations), is not exhausted by
the nature of its terms. For it is a comparison of those
substances as more or less resembling. 51 is not merely
more like S2; it is more like 52 and S3. Hence, like a
comparison of the diaerse constituents of an order as being
nearer to or further from one another in that order, a
comparison of substances in respect of qualitative identities
wiil be at least tdadic.

If we now refer back to our discussion of the comparison
of complexes of characteristics as being more or less
resembling in point of a superior, or an infedor number of
resemblances repeatted in them, we shall notice that, so far,
three senses of the term "fesemblance" have been distin-
guished in the course of this chapter. Two of these three
senses ate pimary; and those two senses we have noticed,
are radically different ftom each othet. The third sense is
a secondary sense of the term "resemblance".

This is to,say that when "tesemblance" is used with
reference to a qualitative identity that is repeated in at least
two cases of itpelf, "resemblance" is then used in one of its
two primary senses. The other primary sense is that which
develops when "resernblance" is used with reference to the
diverse constituents of an order of analogous items of. any
sort. The term "resemblance" is then used to mean what
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is meant by "degrees of resemblancer" of "mofe or less
similar." The diverse chatacteristics thus compated
rcsemble each other more or less as they ate fleltet to or
{urthet from each other in their instdnsic order. And the
degrees by which those charateristics differ from each other
are the respective items which stand between those items
irr theit analogous order. Thus the degrees by which red-
( )range di.ffers ftom orange-yellow consist of all the shades of
()range that stand between those two hues. This is the
sccond of the two primary senses of "resemblance."

The thir$"*le_B$g of "resemblance" is called secondaty
bccause it is like any tesemblance in the frst sense,in that it
consists of qualitative identr{ies, and also because it is like
rrrry resemblance in the second sense,in that it cannot be less
than triadic. It is, perhaps, for the reason that we often
nrake comparisons in and through this secondary sense of
"rcsemblance", that we find it easy to confuse the two
primary senses of that equivocal term. More often than
n()t, however,'we do not so much confuse the two primary
scnses as we mistake this secondary sense fot the second one
o[ the two primary senses of "resemblance."

It is not difficult to make this mistake. Substances or
individuals that resemble one another in this secondary sense
o[ the term "fesemblance," resemble each other mote or less
irr point of the supetior and infedot numbet of tesemblances
rcpeated in them. Thus, in this secondary seflse, substances
or individuals may resemble one another mote ot less.
Aud, as we have noticed above, compadsons of substances
or individuals as more or less resembling may not be less
t lran triadic.

Now diverse characteristics in a single order resemble
c'uch other more ot less. And any compatison of divetse
t'onstituents of an otder must be at least ttiadic in number.
It is thus rather easy to assurne that "resemblance" in this
st'condaty sense of the term fneans what is meant by
"l'cscmblance" when we say, for example, that "yellow
rc'sctnbles red".

Yct it is not difficult to see that this could not be the case.
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The tesemblances in respect of which Sr resembles 52 more
than Sl resembles Ss are qualitative identities; and Sr is more
like S2 than SB because more qualitative identities arc repeated
in Sl and S2 than are repeated in 51 and S3. But in the case
of the divetse constituents of a single order, there is no
question of repeated qualitative identities. Yellow re-
sembles red mote than purple, in that there are fewer hues
between yellow and red than there are between yellow and
putple in the intinsic order of hues. Thus, as things
exhibit alarger or a smaller number of qualitative identities
repeated in them, they are more orless resembling. Such is
not at all the case where the diverse constituents of an order
are in question. They ate rnore or less resembling as they
ate neater to, or futther from each other in the order they
constitute.

It may be well to indicate briefly the character of another
secondary sense of "fesemblance". In this other secondary
sense of that tem, substances tesemble each other rnore or
less; and they are more or less resembling in point of
superior numbers of the chatactedstics which they present.
Brttnot in point of a superior or inferior number of repeated
characteritics.

Let us take three substances. 51 presents sttipes of
scatlet, brick red, pale orange, yellow, and saffron. S2
exhibits a pattern of red, salmon pink, yellow, and cobalt
blue. S3 ptesents barg of Prussian blue, sea green, light
grey, and white. Thus we have thitteen hues which
charactetize three substances. Now no one of these hues
is a charactetistic of more than one of these three substances.
In other words, no one of these hues is tepeated in any two
of these substances. Yet, a man who was at all practised
in the comparipbn of diverse hues wouid find that 51
tesembles Sz mote than S1 resembles S3.

He would not find it so because Sl and S2 exhibit resem-
blances to a number that is supedor to the number of
tesemblances repeated in S3, S2, and S1. For no one of
these hues is a characteristic of any two of those substances.
Consequently, no one of these hues is repeated in those
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substances. Thus, where substances ate resembling in the
way that is under consideration, they are not tesembling
in point of repeated characteristics. Yet one would find
that S1 resembles S2 mote than it tesembles S3.

In order that we may grasp the sense in which this is so,
we must notice that four of the hues that characterize 51
zre neatet three of the hues that chanctetize S2 than any one
of those four is to any one of the hues which chatactedze S3.
Thus, to find that two substances resemble each other more
than they resemble a thitd individuai substance, where none
of the resemblances in question is a repeated chatacteristic,
is to find two substances or individuals such that more
clraracteristics of the first ate flearer those of the second than
those of the third.

A resemblance, in the secondary sense of the term that we
considered in the first place, consists of superiot and inferior
numbets of repeated characteristics. A resemblance in the
other secondary sense consists of superior and inferior
numbets of single but analogoas chatacteristics.

Thus, for example, the scadet of S1 is to the red of 52 as
the red of S2 is to the brick ted of Sr. And the scadet, the
btick red, the pale orange, yellow, and the saffron of 51 are
ne^ret the ted, the salmon pink, and the yeliow of S2 than
the hues of 51 ate to the hues of S3.

The two pflm ry senses of "resemblance" afe, vre have
noticed, tadtcally different. This means that they do not
difier by a difierence; they are diverse. The two secondaty
senses have one conspicuous feature in common. For in
both of these secondaty senses of the term "resemblance"
it is a matter of mote or less resemblance in point of superior
and inferior numbers of chancteristics. Nevertheless,
tl'rese two senses also are radically diffetent. For in the one
scnse, the constituents of a resemblance ate repeated
charactetistics, wheteas in the other sense the constituents
rrf a resemblance ate analogous, not fepeated characteristics.


